Name:

Class Period:

REVIEW THIS!

G R A D I N G

C R I T E R I A

AIM FOR EXCELLENCE

NOVEL S AS CHILDREN’S BOOKS
RUBR IC
6-5 Points:
Format/
Presentation

_______ Points

Content/Ideas:
Retelling the
Story Children’s
Book Style
_______ Points

Content/Ideas:
Book Rating

_______ Points

Conventions

_______ Points

Overall Final
Product
_______ Points

2-1 Points:

0 Points:

Final product looks
like a well-designed,
colorful, eye-catching
children’s book;
contains a cover with
title, book author, and
your name; all pages
include an illustration

Final product is a
pretty well-designed
children’s book,
though it could be a
little more eyecatching; illustrations
might not directly
relate to story

Final product
resembles a children’s
book, but it’s either
sloppy or many pages
are missing
illustrations; some
illustrations might not
directly relate to story

Final product does
not resemble a
children’s book or it is
missing most or all
illustrations to
accompany the story

Retelling of the book’s
plot fabulously
portrays all significant
events and provides
important details
surrounding those
events

Retelling of the book’s
plot portrays all
significant events,but
some important
details surrounding
those events are
lacking

Retelling of the book’s
plot portrays some
significant events, but
others are excluded;
some details
surrounding those
events are
underdeveloped

Retelling of the book’s
plot misses most
significant events or
inaccurately recounts
what happens
throughout the book

On the back cover
you include a book
rating along with a
well-developed
rationale for that
rating

On the back cover you
include a book rating,
but your rationale is

On the back cover you
include a book rating,
but you don’t really
provide a rationale for
that rating; make sure to
support your opinion

Back cover does not
include a book rating
or rationale

Final product is
revised and polished-one or fewer
conventions errors

Final product needs a
tad more revision-two or three
conventions errors

Final product needs
considerable revision-multiple conventions
errors are distracting
but not confusing

Final product does not
appear to be revised-overabundance of
conventions errors is
both distracting and
confusing

Overall final product
portrays impressive,
outstanding effort; all
expectations were
met; BRAVO!

Overall final product
portrays impressive
effort; most
expectations were
met; GOOD WORK!

Overall final product
portrays some effort
though you’re capable
of more; some
expectations not met

Overall final product
portrays little to no
effort; expectations
not met

Your score:
/ 30 Points
Percentage:

4-3 Points:

very surface-level;
develop this further in
the future

Comments:

